BIO-SEA by BIO-UV designs, manufactures and markets the **BIO-SEA small flow rate** ballast water treatment system which combines mechanical filtration and ultraviolet (UV) disinfection without any chemical treatment whatsoever. The **BIO-SEA small flow rate** range available from 15 to 90 m3/h is especially designed for the needs of vessels with small pump capacities such as yachts, navy support vessels, offshore support vessels, platform supply vessels, oceanic research vessels …

**FLEXIBLE: adaptable to all types of technical configurations**

BIO-SEA is the only system to be as flexible and adaptable. It can be easily integrated to all types of retrofit or newbuilding vessels, thanks to several versions depending on technical needs:

- skid version: fully mounted
- split version: skid totally dismounted, delivered in wooden box and then easily re-assembled onboard
- modular version: loose components

**COMPACT: smallest system on the BWT market**

BIO-SEA small flow rate is designed to be as compact as possible. All components included power supply are directly embed on skid (no additional power cabinet) and UV
reactor are shorten from the standard version, which allows a minimal footprint.

**RELIABLE and COMPLIANT**
The range is IMO Type approved and also has the AMS from the USCG with several Class societies certifications.
Designed and manufactured with first class marine components, **BIO-SEA small flow rate** system is efficient in all water qualities.

**BIO-SEA** has equipped many vessels, with reliable, innovative, modular and cost efficient solutions.
**BIO-SEA** and its worldwide certified Partners remain at your disposal if you need technical information for your new building or retrofit projects.

*For more information: [http://www.ballast-water-treatment.com](http://www.ballast-water-treatment.com)*
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**BIO-SEA ON SOCIAL NETWORKS**

In accordance with the French law dated 6 January 1978 concerning data processing, data files and individual liberties, users have the right to access and rectify all personal data. [Click here to unsubscribe.](#)